Abstract-In this paper, some relative topological properties were studied, especially including relative strongly regular and relative nearly weak-paracompact. It is shown that if X is regular and Y is Lindeloff in X, then we obtain that Y is nearly weak-paracompact in X and the property of nearly weak-paracompact under the perfect mapping was also discussed.
I. INTRODUCTION
Relative topological properties are extension of the classic topological invariants. Some very important res ults on relative countable compactness were obtained by AGrothendieck in [10] , D.Y.Ranchin and S.H.Hechier introduced and studied relative compactness in [11] and [12] . In 1989, the relative topological properties were discussed by AY.Archangel' skii and H.M.M.Genedi in [9] . AY.Arhangel'skii gave the first systematic text on relative topological properties in 1996. In recent years, some further new results of the relative topology were obtained respective by AY. Arhangel'skii and 1. Tartir In this paper, relative regularity of the regular space and relative compapactness were discussed and relative compactness under the perfect mapping was studied and some results were given.
II. THE PROPERTIES OF RELATIVE REGULAR
X is a space, yeX, the concept of X is regular was introduced in [7] and the concept of Y is strongly regular in X, Y is Lindeloff in X and the definition of Y is nearly weak-paracompact in X were respectively introduced in [1] and [6] . In this part, the relative regular was studied, and I gave two results. Proof. Let x is a arbitrary points of X and p is an arbitrary closed subset of X, such that xq:, p. Since X is regular, so there exist two disjoint open subsets U and V in X, such that: X E U , P C V .Obviously, X E U and p nYc V .
That is, Y is strongly regular in X. Theorem2.7 If X is regular and Y is Lindeloff in X. Then, Y is nearly weak-paracompact in X.
Proof. Let A = {u, : S E S} is an open covering of X, and y is an arbitrary point of Y. Then there is an U E 2l, such that: Y E U. Since X is regular, so there exists an open set V y of X, such that :
YE V yC V yC U.
So X \ V y is closed in X and which does not contain y. By the Theory 2.6, Y is strongly regular in X, so, there are two disjoint open sets t y and w y , such that: YE t y ,X\V y nYc w y '
Let S y = t y ny, it is obvious that: t y n(X\v y ) nY =0, so we can get:
t y nYcv y . 
which contains y, and since ,then there exists as , y ,
so, when j > i, S y n V y ' . = 0 So 9\2 is locally finite 
